Conditions by which a mean value defined for one definite number of variables can be written in the form (1) were posed first by Aumann 4 for the case when M(xi, •••,#") is an analytic function. His proof uses rather intricate considerations.
In §1 I intend to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (1) for means of one definite number of variables without supposing analyticity of M(xu • • • , x n ), only continuity and strict monotony as before. The property which stands instead of Kolmogoroff and Nagumo's "associativity" will be the "bisym- does not alter if we replace #»•* by XM and vice versa. In §2 I show that if we drop the condition of symmetry the mean has the form (2) ; that is, without giving the weights we shall have the conditions by which a nonsymmetric mean is a weighted "Kolmogoroff-Nagumo mean." In §3 I try to show the importance of the condition "bisymmetry," for by dropping also the condition M(x, • • • , x)=x ("reflexivity"), that is, by considering (continuous, increasing and) bisymmetric functions [xi f • • • , x n ] which are not means any more, we shall see that they have the form
To simplify our considerations we shall confine ourselves to mean values defined for two variables. This will mean no loss of generality. We call M(x, y) "4-symmetric in the stronger sense" if the function yph is symmetric in its 2* variables. We can see that every symmetric and bisymmetric function is k-symmetric in the stronger sense. The necessity of the conditions is evident. We prove the sufficiency by constructing ƒ (#) resp. its inverse function <t>(x) =/~1(^)« This function has to be increasing, continuous and has to satisfy the functional equation (u «ƒ(#), v ~f(y)) :
We define <£(#) for the dyadic fractions as follows:
Substituting the recursive formula (6) repeatedly in the expression of r£ +1 we get finally a \f/k+i in which only jS's and a's figure as variables. We assert that the number of jS's is exactly p. This can be proved by induction, because it is true for & = 0, 1 and if we suppose that in the fa representation of rfp the number of /3's is q, then, for example, in r^ =* Jlf(rJ*\ r^) this number must be 22+1. Similarly in the fa+i of M(rj*\ r$) the number of j8's is 2i+2** And so it follows from the "^-symmetry in the stronger sense" that = ilf(r a+ " r«. ) -r 2q+8 -^_-J " *^~£-jAs the dyadic fractions are everywhere dense in the interval (0, 1) and <£(#) is monotonous on this set there exists a right and a left limit in every point of the interval (0, 1). We have to prove that they can not be different. For suppose on the contrary yi-<t>(x -0) <</>(x+Q) =^2 then by the "internness" yi < M » M(yu ^2) <yi and we can choose € so that
By (ii) there exists a 5 for which whenever | yi-y/ | <8, j y2-yi | <i
We can choose y/ =<£(2i/2*), y 2 ' =0(22/2*) with s-(îi+at)/2*+ l >*,
by (7), (8), (9) in contradiction with the monotony of 0(#) and thus <t>(x) is continuous. It follows immediately that </>(x) satisfies (5) in every point 0 Sx ^ 1 and so we constructed <£(#) ~f~l(x) and thus our theorem is proved. The function f(x) just constructed is not the only one which satisfies (4). We can see immediately that every g(x) -af(x)+b satisfies (4) too-but no other function. Because if
This is Jensen's equality for the function gf~l(t), satisfied only by gf"
we constructed is determined by f (a) = 0, ƒ (/J) = 1.
Nonsymmetric means.

THEOREM. If the function of two variables M(x, y) satisfies the following conditions (cf. §1) (a Sx, y S fi)'.
(i') Strict monotony; (ii') Continuity; (iii') Bisymmetry; (iv') Refiexivity, then and only then there exists a continuous increasing function f (x) and a real number 0<p<\ by which Mix, y) has the form (p+q -1):
The necessity of the conditions is evident. To prove the sufficiency we construct a symmetric mean m(x, y) satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (y)ot §1 so that m(* f y)=t l {(f{x)+f{y))/2) and we shall show that this ƒ (x) figures in (10).
We obtain m(x, y) as the limit of the following process:
The sequences x n and y w are monotonous and bounded and so they have limits £ = lim A .»a»£n» 7? = lim nH .oo5'n. £ = i?, for (from §1 (13) is satisfied by / = r = m(x, y) and this is its only solution, because if, for example, t<r would be a solution too, £=<£(/; x t y) =0(/; r, r) ><t>(t;t y t)=t. This is absurd! Now we prove (i): if x'>x then, in (12), x{ >#i, y{ >yu * # * » *n >#n, yn >y n , • • • , t'^t. But /' = / is impossible, because from V -t and (13), / = /'=<£(/'; a; 7 , y) =<£(/; x', y) ><K*î#> y)=£. This is absurd, and thus m{x, y) is increasing: tn(x',y)>in(x, y). The continuity (ii) can be proved as follows: Let £ (n) be an increasing sequence converging to x, rj (n) one converging to y. The sequence r (n) = ra(£ (w) , i7 (w) ) being increasing and bounded converges too: r^-ïf. If we take the limit of r (w) =0(r (n) ; £< n >, rj M ) we have f=<i>(j\ x, y). This is only possible if T = T = in(x t y). This and (i) gives (ii). Also the bisymmetry (iii) follows easily from (13) xoy=f-i{f(x)+f(y) + t} -*~l{*<*) +#(y)}-
We prove that this ra(#, y) is a mean value satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) of §1. (iv) and (v) is fulfilled evidently by (11). To prove (i), (ii), (iii) let us consider first the function 4>{t\ x, y) = M[M(t y x), M(y, t)]\<j>{t\t, t)~t. <j>(t; x, y) is increasing and continuous in t, x, y.
4>(f; x, y) = 4>[t) M(x, y), M(y, x)]
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